Person re-identification aims to identify pedestrians across non-overlapping camera views. Deep learning methods have been successfully applied to solving the problem and have achieved impressive results. However, these methods rely either on feature extraction or metric learning alone ignoring the joint benefit and mutual complementary effects of the person view-specific representation. In this paper, we propose a multi-view deep network architecture coupled with n-pair loss (JNPL) to eliminate the complex view discrepancy and learn nonlinear mapping functions that are view-invariant. We show that the problem of the large variation in viewpoints of a pedestrian can be well solved using a multi-view network. We simultaneously exploit the complementary representation shared between views and propose an adaptive similarity loss function to better learn a similarity metric. In detail, we first extract view-invariant feature representation from n-pair of images using multi-stream CNN and then aggregate these features for predictions. Given n-positive pairs and a negative example, the network aggregate the feature map of the n-positive pairs and predicts the identity of the person and at the same time learns features that discriminate positive pairs against the negative sample. Extensive evaluations on three large scale datasets demonstrate the substantial advantages of our method over existing state-of-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-id) [1] is a cross-camera retrieval task which aims at identifying the same pedestrian from different camera views. It has attracted increasing interests and encouraged considerable efforts in recent years due to its essential applications in surveillance systems. However, this problem remains challenging due to the large variations in illumination, poses, viewpoints, and background of pedestrian images.
Current approaches to solving person re-identification roughly focus on two aspects (1) developing metric learning algorithms to learn optimal distance across views [2] - [6] and (2) developing robust feature extraction which are discriminative to identities [7] , [8] . In the first category, the model learns an embedding representation of the data that keeps all the data points within the same classes close; while separating all the data points from different classes far apart. Compared to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Alba Amato . the standard distance metric learning, current distance metric learns the embedding that approximates the data using deep neural networks. This has particularly shown a significant benefit with the contrastive loss [9] , triplet loss [10] and quadruplet loss [11] . In the other hand, the second category of models also known as identification models takes a single input image x i and predicts the predefined class label c. Such models directly learn a family of nonlinear mapping functions f from the input image x i to the person identity c [f (x i ) → c] and are similar to classification tasks.
Despite the increasing attention given by researchers; these traditional methods failed to solve the person re-id problem. The two categories have their respective advantages and limitations due to different loss functions.
One major problem in distance metric learning models is that they only use weak re-id label (i.e. same/different) and do not take all the annotated identity information into consideration. Therefore, they lack the consideration of the relationship between the input pair images and other images. In the other hand, identification based models learn discriminative feature by concatenating low-level visual features into a long feature vector. This inevitably brings massive redundant information which may degrade the ability of representation. Moreover, these methods usually train the network with cross-entropy loss, however, as discussed in [12] , objective functions such as cross-entropy do not impose any direct constraints -such as linear separability on the latent space representation, which is necessary for achieving high accuracy in re-id task. A second major drawback of identification models is that the training objective is different from the testing procedure. During testing, feature maps of images are extracted from the last fully connected layer and normalized. Then a similarity between the CNN embedding is computed using Euclidean distance whereas during training, no loss accounts for the similarity measurement between input images. This can be problematic during the re-identification process.
Following these limitations, we exploit the connection and strength of these two categories of methods and propose a joint learning framework (JNPL) to unify distance metric and feature learning using a multi-view CNN architecture as illustrated in Figure 1 . Moreover, we go beyond the traditional triplet loss [2] , [13] - [15] and quadruplet loss [11] and propose an n-pair loss which takes full advantage of the multi-view property of person re-id datasets. In fact, a person images usually consist of a set of views, for instance, it is standard in Market-1501 [16] dataset to observe frontal, back and side views of a person, resulting in a set of three images.
To learn a similarity metric, most existing works such as triplet loss [2] or quadruplet loss [11] use either two, three or four images as input and fail to take full advantage of the multi-view property of person re-id. Obviously, no interactions between views are explored in such a scenario.
Our method, however, jointly optimizes two tasks in one deep network simultaneously. We use the traditional cross entropy loss for learning discriminative features for each input and define a new n-pair loss based on [17] for the similarity loss. Our similarity loss minimizes the relative distance between n-positive pairs and maximizes their distance with a negative pair.
In summary, our contributions are two-fold:
1) We propose a unified deep CNN for person re-identification that directly predicts the similarity and the identity of pedestrian images via joint representation learning. The proposed multi-view CNN architecture is coupled with a similarity metric learning for robust person re-identification. 2) We propose N-Pair Loss to constraint the network to minimize the distance between the features of the same person and maximize those of different persons.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys the related works in person re-identification, distance metric learning and multi-view CNN architecture. Section III presents the proposed framework. Section IV shows the dataset settings and implementation details. Section IV-E presents the experimental results and Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Most of the existing methods in person re-id focus on either identification learning [18] , [19] , or similarity measurement [4] , [5] , [11] , [20] - [23] . In this section, we present the works relevant to understand our approach. This includes dis-tance metric learning and multi-view CNN models together with their application to person re-id task.
Since we are chiefly interested in deep learning methods for person re-id in this paper, we will not cover part/posebased solutions here and refer interested readers to [24] for a comprehensive review.
A. DEEP LEARNING FOR PERSON ReID
Early attempts to solve the person re-identification problem focused on finding discriminative handcrafted features for person appearance and employ distance metric as a matching function. This includes Mahalanobis metric learning (KISSME) [25] , Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) [26] , Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) [10] , Locally Adaptive Decision Functions (LADF) [27] and cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [3] . These early methods can learn sophisticated and robust features to describe the visual appearance under significant changes. However, they rely heavily on one specific type of visual cues such as color, texture or shape which are not practical and powerful enough to discriminate individuals with similar visual appearance.
Inspired by the performance of deep learning networks in computer vision task, it becomes increasingly popular to apply deep convolution neural network (DCNN) models to the person re-id problem. Current similarity learning approaches automatically learn the metrics using DCNN [8] , [15] , [28] - [30] . Specifically, [13] , [28] , [30] - [33] focus on designing Siamese networks that combine the input pairs from multiple camera views. References [28] and [33] proposed to jointly learn the representation of a pair of person images and their corresponding metric using a Siamese neural network. Reference [30] improved the Siamese re-id architecture by introducing a layer after a convolutional to compute a cross-input neighborhood differences. References [31] , [32] combined a Siamese neural network with LSTM to extract spatial-temporal structured features and match pedestrians from disjoint views. However, these deep models train the network with a binary classification, which tends to predict input pairs as negatives due to the great imbalance of training data.
Following the success of attention mechanisms in Natural Language Processing, [18] , [34] - [36] explored its application to the person re-id problem by proposing various forms of attentions. In details, [34] proposed an end-to-end Comparative Attention Network (CAN) to progressively compare the appearance of a pair of images and determine whether the pair belongs to the same person. During training, a triplet of raw images is fed into CAN for discriminative feature learning and local comparative visual attention generation. Reference [18] proposed a CNN architecture for jointly learning soft and hard attention. The two attention mechanisms with feature representation learning are simultaneously optimized. In addition, [35] proposed gradient-based attention mechanism to solve the problem of pose and illumination found in person re-id problem in a triplet architecture and [36] recommended Co-attention based comparator to learn a co-dependent feature of an image pair by attending to distinct regions relative to each pair.
Many semi-supervised and unsupervised methods based on Generative Adversarial Networks [37] have been developed [5] , [38] - [40] to address the problem of lack of large labeled dataset in person re-id. In particular, [38] introduced, for the first time in the re-id field, the strategy of using synthetic data as a proxy for the real data and claim to recognize people independently of their clothing. Reference [41] showed that a regularized method (LSRO) over GAN-generated data can improve the person re-id accuracy by assigning uniform label distribution to generated samples. Reference [40] proposed a camera style (CamStyle) adaptation method to regularize CNN training through the adoption of LSR and used CycleGAN [42] for image generation. To solve the over-smoothness problem found in LSR-based method, [43] proposed to use a non-uniform label distribution scheme. Similarly, [44] trained a supervised network with labeled and unlabeled data by assigning pseudo-label and [5] , [45] proposed unsupervised asymmetric metric learning to unsupervised person re-id. In addition, [46] proposed Expectation-Maximization (EM) combining weak and strong labels under supervised and semi-supervised settings for image segmentation.
Finally, methods such as [2] , [47] , [48] proposed to learn a discriminative cross-view metric through ensemble layers. Others [13] , [47] consider person re-id as a ranking problem., In particular, [47] proposed a unified deep model to jointly learn the representation of similarities of image pairs and improve ranking using a learning-to-rank framework and [13] proposed a distance driven feature learning framework by maximizing the relative distance between a matched pair and a mismatched pair using a triplet loss.
B. MULTI-VIEW CNN MODELS
There is a rich literature on building CNNs for multi-view data. Most of them fall into one of two families. First, there are works on unsupervised feature extraction from multiple views using a variant of deep auto-encoders [49] - [51] . They usually train a multi-view deep neural network with unlabeled examples, and use the output of such network as a feature extractor, followed by a standard classifier. On the other hand, there are works that proposed to build a multi-view deep convolution network directly for classification [52] , [53] . Our work falls in this second category.
In this work, we propose a variant of multi-view deep convolution neural network for person re-identification which is motivated by [53] . Our multi-view CNN computes the output in two stages. In the first stage, a number of convolution and pooling layers is separately applied to each of the views. We denote such view-specific representation by h v where v refers to the index of the view. Second, each feature map h v produced by v is concatenated to form a vector [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m ] which is used as input to a fully connected layer followed by a softmax layer for predictions. Viewpoint invariance is therefore incorporated by considering the similarity of h v across individual branch. Furthermore, view-specific models have been proved to be superior to the shared models regarding appearance variations caused by viewpoint changes. As a result, [54] proposed a view-specific re-id framework by the feature augmentation of different views. The framework executed a view-specific learning algorithm to measure the camera correlations and transform the features from disjoint views to a new adaptive space by adaptive augmentation. In addition, [55] formulated an asymmetric distance model for cross-view feature mapping to solve the problem of large discrepancy between the extracted features under different views. The asymmetric distance model can learn camera-specific projections to transform the unmatched features of each view into a common space. Reference [56] also proposed a cross-view projective dictionary learning-based method, which learns a multi-view dictionary for persons across different views.
C. OPTIMIZATION WITH DISTANCE METRIC AND CROSS-ENTROPY
Deep models for person re-id are commonly built on top of deep neural network and trained as a classification problem. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a collection of data points, where N s is the number of samples in the collection and y 1 , . . . y c their corresponding class label. Each x i ∈ R m is a data vector where m is the number of features.
A neural network is represented by a non-linear function f (θ ) which outputs a class probability p i for a given x i . f is optimized using L i (θ ) = L(f (x i , θ), y i ). For a multi-class classification, we commonly use:
where y i,j is 1 if x i belongs to class y i and 0 otherwise. In general, the cross-entropy loss will maximize the likelihood of the target class y i for each example x i w.r.t to θ . However, cross-entropy does not impose constraints on the latent space representation. This motivate our architecture based joint-loss function such that hidden representations are jointly optimized under the similarity constraint of maximizing discriminative variance. Unlike the typical cross-entropy based methods for person re-id where each example is annotated with its class label; the label information in distance metric learning is usually specified in the form of pairwise constraints on the data.
Let the set of similar data points denoted by S = {(x i , x j )|x i and x j belong to the same classe} and the set of dissimilar data points denoted by D = {(x i , x j )|x i and x j belong to different classes} Then the label information in a distance metric can be written as
The goal is to learn a Mahalanobis distance metric defined by:
is expected to be small if x i and x j ∈ S, and large if x i and x j ∈ D.
Using any loss function L(.) (e.g., triplet loss, log loss, hinge loss or contrastive loss), the problem of metric learning can be cast into the following optimization problem min W ∈R m×m ,µ∈R
where µ is the margin threshold parameter imposing a large separation between examples from different classes.
As a result, [2] , [13] - [15] extended the original triplet loss [10] to person re-identification. A triplet loss function takes a triplet of input each consisting of an anchor x a , a positive example to the anchor x + and a negative example x − and is designed to keep the anchor closer to the positive than to the negative example. It is defined as follows:
where f is a mapping function which takes x as input and generates an embedding vector. f can be anything ranging from a linear transformation to complex non-linear mappings usually represented by a deep neural network, and α the margin threshold that is enforced between positive and negative pairs.
Similarly, [11] designed a quadruplet objective function for person re-id based on the triplet loss. The quadruplet loss takes four images as inputs and introduces new constraints which push away negative pairs from positive pairs. It is defined as:
is a positive pair, x l , x k are negative examples to x i , α 1 and α 2 are the values of margins in the two terms and g(x i , x j ) represents the learned distance metric between two images. We depart from these works and introduce our multi-view CNN architecture coupled with our proposed n-pair loss.
III. OUR MODEL
Facing the drawbacks of recent methods for person re-id, we try to tackle the problem of the large variation in viewpoint, pose and illumination by proposing a multi-view CNN model coupled with a distance metric learning. The model is proposed to better exploit the advantages of a similarity metric learning and identification based learning to boost the performance of person re-id.
Suppose each instance has representations in m different views, i.e.,
Considering a training dataset with three different views, a training dataset can be defined as (1) may represent the camera view focusing on the person's back, x (2) for the frontal camera view and x (3) for the side view. As illustrated in Figure 2 ; Market-1501 dataset [16] for example has m-view such that m ∈ [2, . . . , 6] while in CUHK03 dataset [28] , m = 2 for all identities. Given a training set with N s labeled instances representing m views {(x i , y i )|i = 1, . . . , n} in which y i ∈ R is the class label of the i-th instance. We want to learn a function f : R I 1 ×. . .×R I m → R that correctly predicts the label of a test instance.
During training, images containing the set of views are fed into the network and fused at the fully connected layer for correct prediction. We average the feature maps in the last convolution layer before aggregating them as described in [57] , instead of simply flattening the feature maps and then aggregating them [58] , [59] . This drastically reduces the dimensionality of the view-specific vector without much, if any, performance degradation. Moreover, If we remove the negative branch, and only keep the similarity measurement between the positive views, the model could learn to embed every input to the same point i.e. predict a constant as output. In such a case, every pair of input would be categorized as a positive pair.
Our network is a multi-view CNN that combines the similarity and identification losses. Figure 1 briefly illustrates the architecture of the proposed network. Given n-positive samples of a person, we want to know how similar they are to each other and dissimilar to a negative input image. The output is a real number indicating how similar the n-positive samples are. the resulting view-specific feature maps are fused together to form the final feature representation of the person identity. Since the feature maps are extracted from different camera views of the same person identity, they naturally abstract different visual patterns of the same person image. Aggregating multiple features from different viewpoints for identification is an effective way of learning view-invariant feature representation for person re-id. The overall network architecture is finally trained at once using our Joint N-Pair Loss (JNPL) equation 4 defined as:
where λ is the hyper-parameter to balance the contribution of the two loss terms. L npair is the proposed npair loss and L xent is the typical cross-entropy loss function defined as:
A. THE PROPOSED n-PAIR LOSS
The mathematical formulation of our N-pair loss shares similar spirits with other existing methods, such as N-Pair-MC loss [17] and the triplet loss with lifted structure [60] ; quadruplet loss [11] and triplet loss [14] for person re-id. However, our method is designed to use the potential of distance metric learning together with the potential of multi-view architecture. Therefore, the proposed network architecture is a novel framework consisting of two indispensable components: the N-Pair loss, as the building block loss function for similarity learning and the multi-view network. In addition, our N-Pair loss can be considered similar to N-Pair-MC loss [17] , however, as illustrated in Figure 3 , our method maximizes the distance between a negative example from multiple positive examples while N-Pair-MC loss [17] is optimized to identify a positive example from multiple negative examples. Also, N-Pair-MC [17] optimizes the log probability of identification loss while our method is based on the max-margin formulation and optimizes the cross-view distance.We empirically show in section IV-E, the advantage of jointly optimizing these two losses. Our distance function over the training set X is the pairwise function d : X × X × X → R defined as: where (x + i , x + j ) is the positive pair, (x + i , x − ) is the negative pair and d w (.) is the Mahalanobis Distance defined as:
W ∈ R d×d is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix that is estimated from the data. We measure the distance between every pair of images in a person set of images, thus inducing a measure of similarity to minimize.
where [.] + = max(0, .) and N v is the number of view in the positive pair. if N v = 2, then i = 1 and j = 2, our N-Pair loss resembles the triplet loss as there is only one positive pair (x a , x + ) and one negative example (x − ) to optimize.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform experiments on three widely adopted and large-scale person re-identification datasets. 1
A. PERSON Re-ID DATASETS
We implement and evaluate our model on three large scale public datasets for person re-id namely Market-1501 [16] , CUHK03 [28] and DukeMTMC-ReID [41] . The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1 . Market-1501 [16] is one of the largest and most realistic dataset in person re-identification. It is collected using six overlapping cameras. The image bounding boxes were automatically detected using the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [61] . The dataset contains 32668 from 1501 identities divided into 12936 images for the training set and 19732 images for the testing. There are 751 identities in the training set, 750 identities in the test set, 3368 query images and 2793 distractors. In this work, we use all the training set for training and all the test set for testing.
CUHK03 [28] contains 13164 images from 1467 identities. The dataset is captured by six cameras, but each identity only appears in two disjoint camera views with an average of 4.8 images in each view. The dataset is split into two subsets, one set contains manually cropped bounding boxes, and the other set is automatically detected using the Deformable Part Model [61] . In this work, we use the detected set.
DukeMTMC-ReID [41] is a subset of a pedestrian tracking dataset DukeMTMC [62] . The original dataset is a collection of handcrafted bounding boxes and high resolution videos dataset recorded by 8 synchronized cameras over 2000 identities. In this work, we use the subset defined in [41] . The subset follows the Market-1501 format and contains 36411 images from 1404 identities divided into 16522 images from 702 identities for the training set and 17661 images from 702 identities for the test set. There are 2228 query images and 17661 gallery images.
B. EVALUATION PROTOCOL
Performance of a closed-set identification system is usually summarized using the Cumulative Matching Curve (CMC). In this work, we adopted the widely used CMC metric for quantitative evaluations and used the standard protocol to ensure a fair comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art methods. The test protocols are as follow.
For CUHK03, Market-1501 an DukeMTMC-ReID datasets, we followed the standard protocol as defined by [54] , [16] , and [41] respectively. Both single-query and multi-query matching results are reported on Market-1501 dataset while only single query evaluation is adopted for CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-ReID datasets. Rank-1, rank-5, rank-20 accuracy and Mean Average Precision (mAP) are computed to evaluate the performance of all the methods. For each image in the query set, we first compute the L2 distance between the query image and all the gallery images using the output feature produced by our trained network, and we return the top-n nearest images in the gallery set. If the returned list contains an image of the same person at a given position k, then this query is considered as success at rank-k. Note that, all the CMC score for the CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-ReID datasets are computed with the single-shot setting. Only, experiments on Market-1501 dataset are under both the single-query and multi-query evaluation settings.
C. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
We investigate the effects of the parameter λ which balances the contributions of the proposed n-pair loss. The best choice of λ would lead to more discriminating deep features while failing to correctly choose λ can affect the accuracy. Figure 4 shows the variation of rank-1 and mAP accuracy as λ ∈ [0.1, . . . , 1.0] on Market-1501 dataset. We find that the average accuracy increases first when λ ≤ 0.5 and then decreases as λ ≥ 0.6. The figure shows a bell-shaped curve, which demonstrates a proper trade-off between discriminative feature learning and similarity learning. For all the remaining experiments, we used λ = 0.4. 
D. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We used ResNet50 [63] , pre-trained on ImageNet as the baseline and changed the last fully connected layer of the model according to the number of classes i.e. 751; 1367 and 702 units for Market-1501, CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-ReID respectively. All the input images are resized to 256 × 128, then 10-padding with zero pixel before random horizontal flipping. We scaled the pixels in the range of −1 and 1 and the pixels are zero-centered by subtracting their mean in each dimension. We also applied random erasing [64] to make the network more robust to variations and occlusions. Finally, we trained the model for 150 epochs using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a batch size of 32, a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 5 × 10 −4 . We used a base learning rate lr of 0.01 for upper layers and 0.1 for fully connected layers and gradually decreased lr by a factor of 0.1 every 40. Figure 5 illustrates the network convergence for three losses. The positive sample loss accounts for the identification loss in each view, negative sample loss accounts for the negative sample identification loss while the aggregated feature loss refers to the loss as a result of aggregating the feature map of the positive samples into one single vector. In the right of the Figure, we show the similarity loss between the positive pair and the negative example. It is obvious that the overall network architecture is steadily converging in spite of some peak divergence observed by the negative sample learning representation. However, it can be established that the overall network is learning good representation. 
E. COMPARISON USING DIFFERENT LOSS FUNCTIONS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the n-pair loss and figure out which objective contributes more, we train the softmax based model and n-pair based model separately. We also train the network with the two losses jointly. All the quantitative results are shown in Table 2 , the fine-tuned CNN model with two losses outperforms the one trained individually. In this table, NPL refers to the model trained only with N-Pair Loss and JNPL refers to the model trained with the combination of the similarity objective function and softmax loss. In details, our combination of losses improved the baseline performance from 83.49% to 92.97% on rank-1 accuracy. Compared to NPL, the joint loss outperformed NPL based model by a factor of 27.89% on rank-1 accuracy.
Furthermore, we replaced NPL with the N-Pair-MC Loss proposed in [17] and reported the results in Table 2 . The results show that N-Pair-MC [17] for person re-id achieved a rank-1 accuracy of 60.10% and mAP accuracy of 36.05%. However, NPL outperformed N-Pair-MC [17] by 4.98% on rank-1 and 2.23% on mAP accuracy. This can be explained by the fact that, [17] 's scheme is based on a negative-pair formulation while our proposed NP-Loss is positive oriented. In other words, N-Pair-MC put emphasis on the negative samples than on the positive examples. There are N-1 negative and 1 positive examples. N-Pair-MC [17] therefore pushes more than pulling. However, such behavior does not depicts the intrinsic problem of person re-id where most of the datasets are unbalanced. For instance, in CUHK03 [28] , some example have only one positive pair that needs to be discriminated against thousand others images. Tables 3, 4, 5 show comparison results with state-of-art methods. '-' means that no reported results are available and * means paper is on ArXiv but not published.
F. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-ART
Evaluation on Market-1501 dataset. Table 3 shows the evaluation results on Market-1501 dataset. We achieved a 92.97% rank-1 accuracy and 83.01% mAP on single query setting and improved the baseline rank-1 accuracy by a factor of +9.48% (from 83.49% to 92.97%). On rank-1 accuracy, our method outperforms JLML [65] (hard attention) and KPM-ReID [19] (Residual Self Attention) by a factor of +7.87% and +2.87% respectively. In general, our method achieves competitive results with recent CNN based models for person re-id. Evaluation on CUHK03 dataset. Table 4 shows the evaluation results on CUHK03 dataset. We achieved a rank-1 accuracy of 84.16% and an mAP accuracy of 88.77%. We improved the baseline by a factor of +13.12% on rank-1 accuracy and +8.31% on mAP accuracy. However, KPM+ReID [19] model in particular and most recent works in general outperformed our proposed model by a large margin. We note that a person in CUHK03 dataset appears only in 2 camera views with an average of 4.8 images in each. As a result, the model becomes similar to a Siamese CNN architecture which takes a pair on images as input (only two views in CUHK03 implies two branch only). Such a model will, therefore, fail to take full advantage of the n-pair loss function and mostly rely on softmax loss for learning. However, in a real world scenario where there are a dozen camera views, our model will surely perform well. Nonetheless, we have achieved competitive results with other models. Evaluation on DukeMTMC-ReID dataset. Table 5 shows the evaluation results on DukeMTMC-ReID. On this dataset, not many results are reported, yet, our method achieved a rank 1 accuracy of 83.6% and an mAP accuracy of 70.18% exceeding existing works. We improved the baseline performance from 72.04% to 83.6% on rank-1 accuracy and on mAP accuracy from 54.36% to 70.18%. We also achieved competitive results with recent papers. In particular, MANCS [66] outperformed our model by a small factor of 1.3% on rank-1 accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we develop a novel deep convolution network architecture that is able to handle the large variations in viewpoints in person re-id by proposing a multi-view deep convolution neural network coupled with a similarity learning metric for robust person re-identification. We also propose a N-Pair loss function to improve the feature learning procedure and investigated the contribution impact of such objective function. Experiment results on multiple person re-id datasets show that our method can achieve state-of-art results with the existing methods.
